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Jolt is a choreographic  work designed  for three dancers. It is the second 
piece of a  trilogy of performances centered on the concept of norm. 

http://evezandi.com/
mailto:evezandi@gmail.com


The trilogy project aims to research ways cultural norms are embedded in the 
bodies, through three different conditions  : 

•  ordinary life  through the lens of manspreading (Offbeat)
•  extraordinary contexts via war photography (Jolt)
• the bizarre , through the study of mental illness such as schizophrenia 

(Title to be)

The first piece, Offbeat, was shown at the National Journées du Patrimoine 
2018 and at the Brighton Dome, UK,2019 . This piece, conceived as a solo is a 
study of norms taken from the topic of manspreading, and questions the 
perceptions of genders in the public space.This allows to reflect the 
unconscious individual organisations of one's body according to education and 
social representations. Hence, the political underlignment of  individual 
presence in space is made visible to the public, mirroring their own practices. 
The residency period involved the use of  photography with the portraits of 
men and women sitting according to their natural inclinations. They can be 
seen here. 

The second piece, Jolt, draws its research material from the topic of war and its 
archive images . The idea is to understand  the existence of the body in 
extraordinary conditions, where it moves outside of ordinary actions such as 
sitting, walking, talking... War phtotography shows the abnormal tension and 
movements of bodies that the conditions of conflict impose on the individuals 
such as jumping, falling, and the impact of stress on their beings. In ordinary 
peace conditions, such extreme gestures are associated to scarce events or 
specific persons such as children, or dancers. Thus, the piece questions the 
relation between dance movements and concrete actions . 

The music score will be taken from the Bach Cello Suites. An important aspect 
of the work is in regard to the musicality of bodies , in spontaneity or in 
construction, with the perspective to draw dance out of the representations 
(social, photographic). 

http://www.evezandi.com/performance.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manspreading


The second element of material , the photographic media is used as a ressource 
for the compositions of dance images. The dancers will use the photo archives  
to research a state of urgency demanded by the conditions of war : blindfolded, 
running, jumping, falling.... 
The performance itself will be possibly accompanied by the projection of the 
images. 
 
The goal of the trilogy sets itself in a multidisciplinary approach , outside of 
normal categories of art and science, visual arts or performative ones and 
ultimately is an attempt at giving the dancer and its performance an 
intellectual legitimacy,  as a thinker, who would put forward the three 
dimensions of  dancing : 

testify, protest, celebrate. 
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